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Consequences of Differing Actuarial Interest Rates on the
Profitability of an Endowment Policy: An Analysis in
Consideration of Stochastic Investment
Income and a Simple Profit Participation System
Alexander Kiinig

Summary

In this paper, we analyse the consequencesresulting from differing actuarial interest
rates. The profitability of an endowment policy is considered in the case of the
interest rate used for premium calculation i,,being higher than the interest rate used
to calculate the net premium reserve i,. From this results a positive net premium
reserve at the beginning of the contract period whereas no premium income has
been realized so far. Therefore, the change in the capital resources is negative and
this deficit must be compensatedby investment income. In order to build a realistic
model, investment income must be treated as a random variable. Once the initial
deficit has disappeared,a profit participation is paid that is used to buy additional
insurance coverage.

Darts cette contribution, nous analysons les consequencesresultant des taux d’int.Mt
differents dans l’assurance-vie. La profitabilite d’un produit d’assurance-vie est
conside& dans le cas ou le taux d’indret utilid pour le calcul de la prime ip est
sup&ieur au taux d’interet utilise pour le calcul de la r&xve actuarielle i,. Par
consequent, il resulte une reserve actuarielle positive au debut du contract bien que
la premiere prime ne soit pas encore py& C&t pourquoi, la variation du capital
propre est negative et ce deficit doit Ctre compend par le rendementdes investissements. Pour la construction d’un modble r&liste, il faut traiter le rendemt des
investissements comme variable aMoire. Des que le deficit initial a disparu, une
participation du profit est payee qui est utilise pour l’achat du protection d’assurance supplementaire.
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1.

Introduction

Since July 29, 1994, German life insurance companieshave the permission to calculate
premiums and net premium reserves with differing interest rates. As German accounting principles require the prospective method to determine the amount of the net
premium reserve of a life insurance contract, a temporary deficit at the beginning of
the contract period will result in case the interest rate used for premium calculation ip
is higher than the interest rate used for reserving i,. This can be seen by the fact that
according to the equivalence principle expected discounted premiums must equal
expected discounted payments to the person insured at the beginning of the contract
period. As the prospective reserve at any point in time is defined as the difference
between expected future premiums and expected future payments, both discounted at
i,, and as premiums are the lower the higher the interest rate i,, is chosen, expected

future premiums are not sufficient to offset expected future payments to the person
insured. Therefore, the net premium reserve is positive at the beginning of the contract
period though no premium income has been realized so far. German regulation demands that assetsare to be held in the amount of the net premium reserve. In caseof
ip > i,, the necessaryamount of assetscannot be financed, at least at the beginning of

the life insurance contract, by premium and resulting investment income alone so that
additional amounts of assetsmust be provided in order to offset this deficiency. These
assetscan only be financed by the capital resourcesof the insurance company, and for
that reasonsuch a deficiency has a major impact on the profitability of the life insurance company. The focus of our discussion therefore is on the change in the insurer’s
capital resources induced by the life insurance contract in question.
As premiums are invested in the financial market and the resulting investment income
of rate i,,, is likely to be higher than the relevant actuarial interest rate ip which has to
be chosen carefully according to the German Insurance Supervision Act, the initial
deficit can be reduced by the surplus earned from investment income over the increase
in the net premium reserve. Once the sum of premiums paid to the life insurer and the
proceeds of interim investments is higher than the net premium reserve, an actuarial
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surplus exists which must be distributed between the insured and the company. We
assumethat profit participation is used to buy additional insurance coverage so that the
sum insured grows the longer the contract is valid (so called bonus system). The
additional sum insured can be calculated using the premium interest rate ip or the
reserve interest rate i,. As we will see, the results differ dramatically. All numerical
examples are based on an endowment policy, which is the most important product in
the German life insurance market, and a male person agedx = 30 years at the beginning of the contract period. The duration of the life insurance contract is also fixed at
n = 30 years.
As we camrotknow the income earned from investing premiums in the financial market
at the time the contract is settled, the resulting interest rate i, must be modelled as a
random variable. Therefore, the amount of assetsattributable to the life insurance
contract is a random variable, too. As the profit participation granted to the life insured
is dependent on the amount of assetsavailable and as in addition profit participation
itself determinesthe total amount of the net premium reserves, all these quantities must
be treated as random variables relative to the investment income.‘) The increase in the
assetsand liabilities for that reason is of stochastic nature. As the insurer guaranteesa
minimum return on the net premium reserve and as the total net premium reserve
grows with profit participation each period an actuarial surplus has been realized, an
adverse investment result may cause a severe financial crisis for the life insurer
becausethe amount of assetsnecessaryto cover the increasedliability must be financed
in advanceby its capital resourcesif assetsresulting from the contract are insufficient
to cover it.
For the purposes of this paper, the risk associatedwith a life insurance contract is
defined as the danger that liabilities are greater than the assets induced by the life
insurance contract; that means the risk is conceptualized as the danger that the change
in the capital resources of the insurer becomes negative. Assets and liabilities are
stochastic relative to the investment income, and from this the change of the capital
resourcesis a random variable, too. The problem of attaining a positive change of the
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capital resources is complicated in the context of this paper because the initial net
premium reserve is positive at the beginning of the contract period and therefore we
start with a negative change in the capital reserve.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the actuarial model
of surplus generation, the development of the change in the capital resources and the
participation of the person insured as well as a simple stochastic investment model in
which the natural logarithm of the accumulation factor (1 + i,J is treated as an autoregressive moving average process of the order (1,l). As assets and liabilities are
stochastic in nature because of the uncertainty of the investment result and as the
complexity of the problem with multiple truncated cash flow relations between insurer
and contract holder is very high, the probability distribution of the change in the capital
resources cannot be derived analytically. We use a Monte Carlo approach instead.
Chapter 3 shows the simulation results for different parameter constellations of the
ARMA (l,l)-process and for different calculation systems for the additional sum
insured generatedby profit participation. Chapter 4 concludes the paper.

2.

The Model

2.1

Modelling the Participation

System and the Change in the Capital

Resources of the Insurance Company
Let TSZ(m)be the total sum insured which is attained by the contractholder after m
periods including profit participation. The initial sum insured is fixed at SZ(0) = TSZ(0)
: = 1000 and the additional sum insured created by an actuarial surplus leading to profit
participation in period j will be given by SZO).
After the first period the net premium reserve attributable to the contract in question
before profit participation , V;(i,,i,) comes to”
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, ~&,iJ

= + [ ,v,<i,,i,> + 7r(ip)] (1 +i,) - p TSZ(0).
(1)
I
x
As the interest rate for premium calculation ip is higher than the interest rate used for
reserving i,, the initial value of the net premium reserve ,,V,(i,,i,) is positive. If i, was
higher than i,, the inital reserve would be negative, and in case of ip = i, the initial
reserve would be zero. This was the state of regulation in Germany before July 1994.
The premium is invested in the financial market. In consideration of the interest income
earned for the first period iw,l, the expected amount of assets(relative to mortality)
attributable to the contract in question is given by
, W&iJ

=f

7r(i,) (l+&) - : TSZ(0).
I
x
From the perspective of the beginning of the contract period, this expected value
(relative to mortality) is a random variable relative to investment income. At time one,
the assets(premium paid by the contractholder plus investment income) and liabilities
(initial value of the net premium reserve plus guaranteedincrease in the net premium
reserve) incurred by the insurance company are compared. Supposethere is a surplus
of assetsover liabilities, the contractholder will obtain a participation of rate II/(1)%
In caseof a deficit, the contractholder will not be affected. If the interest income that
is necessaryto finance the growth of the reserve cannot be attained in the financial
market, there must be a subsidiy financed by the insurance company’s capital resources. The amount of profit participation is for that reason given by
l~Px(ip,i,,~,) = WI max{ ,WxC$iw) - ,KCi,,i,>; 0)

(3)

where IPP,(ip,i,,i,) symbolizes the profit participation after one period that is dependent
as well on the interest rate for premium and reserve calculation as on the interest rate
earned in the financial market. Therefore, it has also to be treated as a random variable.
Interpreting profit participation of the first period as a single premium of a new
endowment policy with duration n-l, the resulting additional sum insured runs up to
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, PP&,i,,i,)

““)

(4)

= Ax+l.n-ll(ip) '

where Ax+l,n-l,(ip) is the si‘ng1e premium of an endowment policy for a person aged
x + 1 and duration n- 1 calculated with the interest rate ip. Thus the total sum insured for
the second period is given by
(5)

TSZ(1) = TSZ(0) + SZ(1) = SZ(0) + SZ(1).

The amount to be reserved for the additional insurance coverage attributed to the
contract by profit participation comes to
Ar*l.n-11(4)

(6)
x+,.n-ll(ip)
Hence, the total reserve after one period and in conideration of the profit participation
, VPP&,i,,i,)

= W)

W,+,,,-,lCi,) = lPP,(ip&i,)

A

mechanism amounts to
1V,‘(i,,i,,i,)

= , V;(i,,i,) + , VPPx(ip,i,.i,) .

(7)

The resulting reserve from profit participation equals the amount of profit participation
if and only if the ip = i,. In our case(i, > i,), the life insurance company is confronted
with the sameproblem as for the initial sum insured: There will not be sufficient assets
financed by the profit participation in order to cover all liabilities resulting from the
contract. As the interest rate earned in the financial market i, is modelled as a stochastic variable, the total reserve after profit participation ,V,‘(i,,i,,i,)

is of stochastic

nature as well.
At this point, we have to differentiate whether the expected amount of assetsresulting
from the life insurance contract after two periods is higher than the net premium
reserve after profit participation or not. If , W&i,)

> ,V,+(i,,i,,i,), the excessamount

is transferred to the capital resources of the insurance company and the amount of
assetsattributable to the contract is reduced to the amount of the total reserve. The
change in the capital resourcesinduced by the life insurance contract in question which
is relevant for the development of the insurer’s profit and risk situation after one period
is modelled in the following way:
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- , VI*(ip,i,,i,) . (8)

1VC4(ip,ir,iw) = max { ,,VCR&,i,,i,) ; 0) (1 +i,,J + , W&,i,,i,)

The assetsresulting from the existence of the contract which are not necessaryto cover
the reserve after profit participation are due to the life insurer. If the assetsresulting
from the contract are not sufficient to cover the actuarial liabilities, a subsidy of the
assetsfinanced by the insurer’s capital resources is necessary. Therefore, the amount
of assetsinduced by the contract after two periods is to be modelled as
2 Wr($Jr,iw)

=

1
max I 0; min{ r WX($,iJJ,
-I
P*+1
- 4,,3 TSZ(1).
Px+1

We are now able to give a general formulation of the profit generation and capital
accumulation mechanism. After m-l periods, the total sum insured up to this point in
time (before profit participation at time m, but after profit participation at time m-l)
amounts to
m4 ,PPx(ip,i,,iw)
rSZ(m-1) = SZ(0) + SZ(1) + ... + SZ(m-1) = SZ(0) + C
j=l

(10)

Ax+j,n-jJ(ip)

The total net premium reserveat time m (before profit participation at time m, but after
profit participation at time m-l) is given by the recursion

1

Jg$,i,,i,)

=1
[ m-,K+($,&,) + 4$) (1 +i,) - -qX+m4TSZ(m-1) , (11)
P,+w1
Px+m-1
whereas the amount of assetsresulting from the contract runs up to

mWr($Jr.iw)= - ’

[max{O;min{ m.l W&,ir,iw), m-,K+(i,&i,))]

1

+ ?F($)(1 +&J

Px+nr-1

- 4x,m-1 TSZ(m-1).
(12)
Px+m-I
A new comparison of assetsand liabilities enablesus to express the profit participation
after m periods through application of the profit participation factor J/(m) as
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,PP,(i&,i,)= Wn)max{mWx(ip,i,,i,)
- ,V~~(iJ,,iJ;
0).

(13)

The additional sum insured amounts to
mPP&i,,i,)
SZ(m) = A
x+m.n-ml
tip) ’
For this profit participation, an initial reserve in the amount of

(14)

Ax*m.n-ml (jr)
(15)
Ax+m.n-ml
(i&J
is necessary. For ip > i,, the initial amount to be reserved is greater than the profit
mVPP&i,,i,)

= Wm) A,+m,,-m1
Ci,) = ,PP,(i,,,i,,~,)

participation itself. Therefore, it may be the case that a positive change in the capital
resourcesbefore profit participation which is the reasonfor an actuarial surplus and the
participation of the insured turns into a negative changeafter profit participation. If the
investment income of the next period is high enough to finance the deficiency and the
growth of the net premium reserve, a new profit participation can be effected.
The total net premium reserve at time m after profit participation is then by
mV:(~J,i,)

= m~~((Jr,iJ

+ mVp~x($,i,,i,),

(16)

and the total sum insured at this point in time after profit participation reaches
TSZ(m) = z-SZ(m-1) + SZ(m) = 2 SZO).
I*
The change in the capital resources then amounts to

(17)

The following paragraph concentrates on a simple stochastic model of the investment
income earned by the life insurer through investing premium income.
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2.2

Modelling the Logarithm of the Accumulation Factor (1 + i,J as an
Autoregressive Moving Average Process of the Order (1,l)

In order to model the interest income earned on the life insurer’s assets, we assume
that the natural logarithm of the accumulation factor 6, : = In (1 +i,,,) follows an
autoregressivemoving average process of the order (1 ,1).3)4)This choice guaranteesa
fairly general stochastic model that is able to characterize a great variety of empirical
time seriesadequately. We assumethat the natural logarithm of the accumulation factor
6, is given by the recursive equation
6, = 0 + 4[6,-, -01 + u, - su,.,,

(19)

where we further assumethat the noise variable U, is independentand identical normally distributed with expectedvalue zero and variance y* in each period. Beyond that, the
parameters /3 and 4 are supposed to be less than one in absolute value. Defining
additionally Y, : = 6, - 0, the centered process is given by
Y, = dJy,-, + u, - PU,.,.

(20)

When applying the recursion repeatedly, we arrive at (t-7) and the processcan then be
expressedas

r-l
y,=@r,-,+ u, +(4-P)c,=Iu,-,- VU,.,.

(21)

For r -j 03 the processhas the representation of an moving averageprocess of infinite
order.‘)

y =u,+(4-P)j+u,,.
,=1

(22)

By this representation, it is immediately obvious that E(Y,) = 0 for all points in time
t and therefore E(6,) = 0. As the process is weakly stationary@,expected value and
variance of the processare independent of t. The autocovariancesare only dependent
on the lag, but not on the absolute position on the time axis. After some matrix
algebra, the closed form solution of the covariance function with lag 7 for the process
{Y,, t = 0, l,.. .} is given by’)‘)
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1

+$-W/3

7=0

Y2,

1 -fp2

Cov(y,,
r,.,>=

V1(l-4P)(f$-P)
y2,

1 -#

I

(23)
7 >o

The variance of Y, will be abbreviated by Var(q) = d.
Due to the basic assumption concerning the noise variables, with In (1 +iW,,)we have
a linear function of independent and identical normally distributed variables, so is the
logarithm of the accumulation factor. The accumulation factor (1 +i,,) itself in period
t then follows a logarithmic normal distribution with parameters8 und 2.‘) The process
is not only weakly stationary, but even stationary. As the residual variables are
supposed to be identical normally distributed. in each period and as the logarithmic
normal distribution is completely determined by two parameters, the accumulation
factor follows the samelogarithmic normal distribution in eachperiod. Hence, we have
for expected value, variance and (1-e)-quantile of the distribution:l”)“)

E[(l+iw
,)
.I=
Var[(l+i,,)]

exp [O+~C?

1

= exp(20 + 2) [exp($) - l]

F,[(l+iW,J] = exp[B + N, a].

(25)
(26)

The crucial factor in modelling the yield on the assetsis the realistic representation of
the investment behaviour of German life insurance companiesby the parametersof the
process. The process must be chosen in a way that excludes investment results which
are highly improbable due to the assetallocation of German life insurance companies.
Therefore, we choose the parameters of the process in a way that only 5% of the
relizations yield an investment return less than 4%; with other words, the 5 %-quantile
of the distribution of the accumulation factor is set to 1,04 which can be interpreted as
a cautious aproximation of reality. By fixing the expected value and the 5%-quantile,
the whole distribution is unequivocally determined. Figure 1 illustrates the density
function of the accumulation factor.
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F,.

Accumulation Factor

Figure 1: Density function of the accumulationfactor for an ARMA( 1,l)-investment processwith a
5%-quantile at 1.04

3.

Simulation Results

3.1

Payments and Capital Resources when Calculating the Bonus Using ip

The analysis of this paragraph aims at the explication of the danger that the assets
induced by the life insurance contract are not sufficient to cover the total net premium
reserve when using a higher interest rate for premium calculation than for the determination of the reserve in consideration of the profit participation system of $ 2.1. The
change of the capital resourcesof the insurer would then be negative; it’s now our task
to quantify this danger. In order to quantify the danger, we have to choose a suitable
risk measure.
The symmetry of the risk measurestandard deviation assumesthat deviations from the
expected change in the capital resources to either side are equally dangerous to the
insurance company. This is not an appropriate way to conceptualize risk as especially
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the possibilty of a negative change of the capital resourcesdemands a corresponding
subsidy. Therefore, asymmetric risk measuresare more appropriate in order to represent the danger due to the stochasticity of the investment income that assetsresulting
from the life insurance contract are insufficient to cover the corresponding liabilities.
We use as a general class of risk measureslower partial momentsof the distribution of
the change in the capital resources CCR at a special point in time f. The Z&hlower
partial moment M,[CCR(t)] and a non-negative change in the capital resourcesas target
yields”)
0

M,[CCR(t)] = (-1)’

ccr ‘(r) f(ccr) deer .
I
-ca

As the change in the capital resourcesis a very complex function of assetsand liabilities with multiple payment considerations, an analytic distribution of this random
variable cannot be found. Therefore, we derive this unknown distribution by a Monte
Carlo approach. In the context of the Monte Carlo approach, we approximate the
integral through an appropriate estimation in the following way
i@,JCCR(r)] = k 5 ccrk(h,t) Z(h,t),
hI
where Z(h,f) symbolizes an indicator variable that takesthe value 1 if the change in the
capital resourcesof the hth simulation run at time t is negative and the value 0, if we
find a positive result. H is the number of simulation t~ns.~~)In the follwoing, we look
for different points in time at the 0th lower partial moment which will be named
shortfall probability and the first lower partial moment, the shortfall expectation.
The construction of the profit participation mechanism has a major effect on the
development of the change in the capital resources if stochastic interest income is
integrated in the analysis. Supposing that assetsand liabilities attributable to the life
insurance contract are equal at the beginning of the period considered and that the
insurance company has realized a high investment performance in the that period which
leads at the next point in time to a high profit participation, the financial consequences
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are considerable if in the following period the minimum investment return required for
financing the assetsto cover the necessarily higher reserves cannot be attained. In
order to compensatea negative change in the capital resourcesafter a further period,
the investment yield earned on the assets induced by the contract must exceed the
guaranteedminimum investment return i,. The stochasticity of the investment return
implies that the probability for a negative change in the capital resources is strictly
positive.
For the concrete calculations we use a premium interest rate i, = 4,5% and a reserve
interest rate i, = 4 % For that reason the insurance company is confronted with an
initial deficit that must be equalized by net capital financed assets.To begin with, we
supposethat the expectedvalue of the interest rate that is earned in the financial market
on the insurers’ assetsamounts to 7 %
The profit participation starts after settlement of the initial deficit, and the additional
sum insured is calculated using the premium interest rate i,. Due to this, we are in the
samesituation as for the initial sum insured: The profit participation is lower than the
corresponding reserve and the assets attributable to the profit participation are not
sufficient to cover the reserve. The life insurance company therefore is confronted with
the continuance of the demand of the capital resources. We assumethat the periodic
participation rate is time independent and runs up to 4 = 9.5%
As a result of the initial deficit caused by i, > i, and the non-development of an
actuarial surplus, the net premium reserve is independent of the investment income of
the insurance company during the first five periods. Beginning with this point in time,
the results of the simulation begin to diverge from each other. Numerical values for
selectedpoints in time (f = 15, 20, 25 und 30) can be found in Table 1.
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Values derived from the
simulation for

v+(5)

expectedvalue [DM]

121,&t

246,26

0

9.91

5%quantile [DM]

121,&4

238,45

95%quantile [DM]

121J34

267,lg

standarddeviation [DM]

Table 1:

W5)

1 v+(20) 1 t’+(25) 1 t’+(30) 1

496.53

a27,82

1.304.51 1.963.38

Statisticalindex numbersfor the processof the total net premiumreservewith E(i,) = 7%
and 5%-quantile = 1.04

Figure 2 describes the development of the process of the net premium reserve and
visualizes the growing volatility of the life insurer’s liability.
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In the sameway as the net premium reserve, after introduction of the profit participation mechanism and in consideration of the stochastic@ of the investment income, the
total sum insured is to be treated as a stochastic process from the perspective of the
starting point of the contract. Table 2 shows relevant index numbersof the distribution
derived by Monte Carlo simulation for selected points in time.
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Values derived from the
simulation for

1 Ts1(5)

expected value ]DM]

I 1 CXlO.00I 1.016.37 I 1.10659 I 1.242.25 I 1.415.63 I 1.624.31
-7

standard deviation [DM]

1 T=(lo)

0

20.76

5%-quantile [DM]

1.000.00

95%-quantile [DM]

1.OOO,oO 1.060.20

Table 2:

1 TSf(15) 1 7X(20)

59.21

l.OOO,OO 1.010.89
1.207,23

1 TSI(25) 1 TSI(30) 1

100,89

138.04

202.40

1.086,85

1.187,24

1.304.01

1.12,03

1.675.34

1.963,38

Statistical index numbers for the process of the total sum insured with E(i,) = 7% and 5%.
quantile = 1.04

Figure 3 describes the stochastic process of the total sum insured derived from the
Monte Carlo simulation by the expected value as well as the 5 %-quantile and the 95 %quantile.
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Development of the total sum insured with stochastic interest income (E(i,) = 7%, 5%.
quantile = 1,04)

Once again it becomesevident that there is no expected profit participation within the
first five periods. The final expected payment of 1.624,31 DM per 1.000 DM initial
sum insured implies a yield of 6,52% if the life insurance contract is recognized as a
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pure investment product. The estimated probability that the yield falls below 5,34%
and exceeds7,52% is 5%.14)
The counterpart to the net premium reserve and the total sum insured is the change in
the insurer’s capital resources. Becauseof the stochasticity of the investment income,
the net capital is no more a one dimensional variable but stochastic in nature as well as
the other variables connected to the contract in question. Figure 4 shows the development of the change in the capital resources in consideration of the profit participation
mechanism as well as the stochasticity of the investment income.

-23

Figure 4:

Development of the capital resources with stochastic interest income (E(i,) = 7%. 5%quantile = 1.04)

It is remarcable that the volatility of the change in the capital resourcesgrows in the
first instance up to the ninth period; afterwards, it remains fairly stable unit1 the 20th
period. Then the volatility increasesuntil the end of the contract period. The reasonfor
this surprising behaviour is due to the construction of the profit participation mechanism and the fact that the interest rate for premium calculation is higher than the
interest rate used to calculate the net premium reserve. As iP > i,, we have an initial
deficit, which leads to a negative change in the capital resources. In the first instance,
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there is no profit participation of the person insured: Indeed with very high probability,
the investment income is higher than the growth of the net premium reserve, but in
consideration of the initial deficit, the investment income is likely to be not sufficient
in order to overcompensatethe liability. The volatility in this time period is only
reflected in the development of the change in the capital resources. As there is a
guaranteeof minimum insurance coverage, the total sum insured and the net premium
reserve do not react on different interest income situations. In the moment where the
assets attributable to the contract in question offset the net premium reserve, an
actuarial surplus is realized, and the person insured is paid a profit participation. Only
from this time on, the stochasticity of the interest income begins to affect the total sum
insured and the net premium reserve. As a profit participation is already paid if the
assets compensate the liabilities without consideration whether profit participation
results in a new deficit, the volatility of the change in the capital resources remains
fairly constant until the it reaches a substantial positive value. Up to the end of the
contract, the volatility grows continually.
The effect of perpetuation of the financing deficit resulting from calculating the
additional sum insured with the (higher) premium interest rate i, becomesapparant by
the fact that the expectedchange in the capital resourcesstays negative up to the 23rd
period. But in expected value, the profit participation begins already at the beginning
of the seventh period. Nevertheless, it takes further 16 periods time until the change in
the capital resources reaches a positive expected value that allows a corresponding
investment of the capital resourcesgained by the contract in question. At the final date,
we have an expected change in the capital resourcesof 12,60 DM per 1000 DM initial
sum insured.
Some important index numbers of the distribution of the change in the capital resources
derived from the Monte Carlo simulation are shown in Table 3 for selected points in
time after 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 periods.
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Values derived from the
simulation for

CCR(5)

CCR(10)

CCR(15)

CCR(20)

CCR(25)

CCR(30)
7

expected value fDM1

1 -20.42

standard deviation fDM1
shortfall probability

I

-0,76

-0.24

2972

1260
8,17

3.43

6,39

2.83

2.18

2,76

1

1

1

0,064

0,046

0,026

-3,89

-0.76

-0,39

-0.30

-0,42

-l&85

-2.49

-1.53

0.10

2.04

-0.05

-0.04

0,29

5,63

23,06

shortfall exnectation fDM1 1 -20.42

Table 3:

-3,89

Statistical index numbers for the process of the change in the capital resources with E(i,) =
7% and 5%~quantile = 1.04

In order to quantify risk, we are going to analyse the development of the 0th lower
partial moment, the shortfall probability and the first lower partial moment, the
shortfall expectation. Up to the 19th period, the shortfall probability amounts to 1 in
each point in time; this means that in no case, accumulated assetsare sufficient to
offset liabilities from the contract. One period later, the shortfall probability falls to
approximately 5% and further drops to ca. 23% at the end of the treaty. This amazing
development results from the behaviour of the standarddeviation of the change in the
capital resourceswhich is strongly dependenton the profit participation system. When
the change in the capital resources grows to a positive value, the standard deviation is
very small. The major part of the probability massreachesa positive value within one
period.
Up to period 29, the shortfall expectation quantifying the extent of the autonome
financing necessity shows a behaviour that is more or less monotonely growing. Only
in the last period this index falls sharply. The number of simulation runs resulting in
a negative value of the change in the capital resourcesdrops with increasing duration
of the contract but the extent of negativity grows. In this case, the combination of the
two effects leads to a higher shortfall expectation.
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As there is a minimum rate of return i, for the net premium reserve guaranteedby the
insurance company, the probability that the contract induced assetsare not sufficient to
cover the actuarial liabilities must always be positive. As we see, we have a simulated
shortfall probability of 2,6% at the end of the contract. If the managementthinks that
this number is too high, a change in the profit participation system must be effected:
It would be possible to retain parts of the periodic profit participation and to fix the
rest in a special reserve. Another way consists in the determination of the additional
sum insured which the person insured gets as profit participation with the lower interest
rate for reserve calculation instead of the interest rate for premium calculation. Doing
this, the financing problem only refers to the initial sum insured but no more to the
additional sum insured causedby profit participation.

3.2

Variations in the Distribution of the Accumulation Factor

Now we are interested in the sensitivity of the simulation results for the change in the
capital resourceswith regard to a change in the probability distribution of the accumulation factor. For that reason, the expected value of the distribution of the accumulation
factor will be given by 1,06, 1,08, and 1,045 whereas the 5%-quantile of the distribution will always be l&M. The parametersof the process 4 and p as well as the
random numbers used for simulation are the same as in the case of an expected value
of 1,07. As we are particularly interested in the change of the risk measuresused in
the analysis we do not analyse the change in the payment to the person insured nor the
reaction of the change in the capital resources.“)
Up to the 19th period, the shortfall probability as a function of the interest rate
constellation and the number of survived periods is always one. In the third part of the
contract the shortfall probability falls to 2,5 - 5 %. Only if the interest rate earned in
the financial market falls in expectation to the level of the interest rate used for
premium calculation (E&J = i,), the reduction of the shortfall probability is significantly slower. The final value of the shortfall probability in this caseat the end of the
contract amounts to 17,5%. Figure 5 visualizes the analysis.
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The secondimportant index number within the scopeof the risk analysis is the shortfall
expectation which quantifies the absolute volume of the external financial needs
resulting from a life insurance contract calculated with differing premium and reserve
interest rate. As it was to be expected, the external financial needs are the lower the
higher the expected interest income is. As the shortfall probability does not reach zero
at the end of the contract, the shortfall expectation has a positive value, too. The
development of this index number can be seen from Figure 6.
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3.3

Effects of the Calculation of the the Additional Sum Insured Using i,

If the calculation of the additional sum insured generated by the profit participation
mechanismis not effected using the (higher) interest rate for premium calculation ip but
rather the (lower) interest rate used for reserving, the amount of profit participation
and the corresponding initial reserve coincide. Therefore, there is no initial deficit to
be financed by the insurer’s capital resources. Under these circumstances,the payment
to the person insured is naturally lower. Simulation results indicate that the expected
payment to tbe person insured falls by 1,64% compared with the situation where the
additional sum insured is also calculated using i,.
This relatively small change in the final net premium reserve is reflected in a much
higher increase in the change in the capital resources when changing the calculation
mode to the reserve interest rate. On the basis of the expected value, the change in the
capital resources increasesfrom 12,60 DM when using the premium interest rate for
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the determination of the additional sum insured to 36,72 DM per 1000 initial sum
insured when using the reserve interest rate. This corresponds to an increase of
191,43%. The following Figure 7 traces the two stoachsticprocessesof the change in
the capital resources when calculating the additional sum insured using ip or i,. In the
case of i,, we can especially see the steady growth after redemption of the initial
deficit, whereas the deficit is extended becausea new deficit is causedby the calculation mode of the additional sum insured when using the premium interest rate ip. The
volatility is always higher when calculating the bonus with i,.
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Expected values, 5% and 95X-quantiles of the capital resourceswhen calculating the
additional sum insuredusing ip bzw. i, with E(i,) = 7%

A relatively small reduction of the payment to the person insured enables the life
insurance company to improve its profit situation dramatically; for that reason the use
of the reserve interest rate for the determination of the bonus represents the better
alternative.
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4.

Concluding Remarks

The analysis shows that an endowment policy calculated with differing actuarial interest
rates generates a situation in which the life insurance company has to finance in
advance the assets necessary to cover the corresponding actuarial liabilities by its
capital ressources as the net premium reserve is positive at the beginning of the
contract period and is likely to grow faster within the first few periods than the assets
induced by the life insurance contract. In this time period, no profit participation is
paid to the contractholder.
Once the assetsare higher than the actuarial liabilities, a profit participation is granted
that is supposedto be used to buy additional insurance coverage. It is shown that the
calculation mode of the additional sum insured due to the profit participation system
has a major impact on the profit generatedby the life insurance contract. By calculating the bonus with the (lower) reserve interest rate i, instead of the (higher) premium
interest rate i,, the profitability of the contract can be increased substantially.
When considering the effects generated by choosing a premium interest rate i, being
higher than the reserve interest rate i,, it becomesevident that the successof such a
strategy dependscrucially on the capital resources of the life insurance company as a
substantial amount must be used in order to finance in advance assetsthat are necessary
to cover incurred liabilities.

Endnotes
1)

In fact, these quantities are not only random variables relative to the investment income but
also relative to mortality. In this paper, we accept the life table as a cautious approximation
to reality and reflect only on expected quantities relative to mortality.

2)

Bowers et al. 1986, p. 209.

3)

Modelling the logarithm of the accumulation factor appears to be advantageous because
negative yields between -100% and 0% are possible, too. This represents the typical
behaviour of assets with a limited liability.
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4)

A general discussion of autoregressive moving average processes can be found in Box/
Jenkins 1970. p. 73-84; AbrahamlLedolter 1983, p. 219-224; Liitkepohl 1991, chapter 6,
generalized as vector autoregressive moving average prozesses (VARMA); Greene 1993. p.
550 ff.

5)

This is possible as the condition of invertibility Ifi1 < 1 is fulfilled; Abraham/Ledolter
1983, p. 221. We assure by a suitable parameter choice that the condition of invertibility is
always valid in the Monte Carlo simulations performed in this paper.

6)

A stochastic process fulfills the condition of weak stationarity if 1o 1 < 1. For our purposes, we always assume that weak stationarity is valid. Abraham/Ledolter 1983, p. 221.

7)

The variances und covariances of Y and d are identical as the parameter 19is not stochastic.

8)

Box/Jenkins 1970, p. 76; Abraham/L&olter

9)

The parameters $ and p are determined in a way so that the variance of the logarithmic
accumulation factor correspond with the parameter of the underlying normal distribution.

10)

Let Fbe the cumulative distribution function of the accumulation factor, N, characterizes the
(I-s)-quantile of the standardized normal distribution function.

11)

Johnson/Katz 1970, p. 117.

1983, p. 222.

12)

A general formulation con be found in Albrecht 1994, Albrecht 1994a.

13)

In this paper, we have H = 1000.

14)

These values can be determined from the 5X-quantile (1.304,OO) and the 95%-quantile
(1.963,38) of the distribution of the final payment.
The payment to the person insured will be the higher the higher we choose the expected
interest rate in the financial market as the profit participation takes a larger part of the total
payment.
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